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The author’s decomposition method [l-3] is applied to a system of nonlinear 
partial differential equations to demonstrate potential applicability to such 
systems. 6 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
The decomposition method Cl] has been demonstrated [2] to solve a 
wide class of equations. These have included differential equations and 
systems of differential equations and also partial differential equations. 
Consider now a system of nonlinear partial differential equations given by: 
24, = uu, + UU,) (1) 
0, = uv, + VU?, (2) 
4-G Y, 0) =f(x, Y), (3) 
4x3 Y, 0) = d-G Y). (4) 
We wish to investigate the solution of (14) by the decomposition techni- 
que. Let L, = d/at, L, = a/ax, L, = alay and write (1, 2) in the form 
L,u=uL,u+vL?,u, 
L,v = uLxv + vL,,v, 
Ltpl=.fA [‘I & L.g’=J,” [.I dx, Ly’=J{ [.I dy (see [l, 23) hence, 
u=u(x, y,O)+L,‘uL,u+L,-‘uL,,u, 
v = v(x, y, 0) + L,-’ uL,u + L,‘vL,v. 
Let u = C,“=O u, and v = C,“=, v, and using (3.4) let 
uo = 4% Y, 0) =f(x, VI, 
vo = 4% YY 0) = dx, Y), 
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so that the first term of u and of v are known. We now have: 
u=u()+L, ‘uL,u+L,-loL,.u, 
v = lJ()+ L,‘l&v + L,-‘vL,v. 
We can use the A, polynomials defined in [ 1,2] for the nonlinear terms 
thus 
u=u()+ L, ’ f. ~,(~L,U~ + L,’ f 4w,.4, 
n=O 
u=v,+L,-’ f A,(uL,u) + L;’ ,,!, ~,Wp). 
n=O 
(The notation A,(uL,u) means the A, generated for UU,) 
&(uL,u) = %-LUOI 
for the other A,,. A simple rule here is the sum of the subscripts of each 
term is the same as the subscript of A. Consequently we can write 
2.4, = L,-‘24(~L,,24”+ L, ‘ugL,,u(), 
V] = L;‘u,L,v,,+ L,-boL,,t’o, 
which yields the next component of u and of u. Then 
4 = L,-lcuoL,ul + UI L.,u,J + L, ‘[ooL,.u, + v,L, uo], 
u2 = L;-‘[u,L,u, + u, L,v,] 
+L,- lc~“‘q,fb + 0, L?.u,l, 
u3 = L,-‘cu~L.xu2 + u1 L$, f u,L,u,] 
+L,-‘C~oL,~u, + 01 L,,.u, + %~,U,l, 
213=L,-‘CUOL.~u2+U1LrU,+U*L.~t~0] 
+L,m1[U,L?,u2 +u,L,v, + U~L,.qJ, 
up to some z4,, vn then we have the n term approximations Cr:d ui for u 
and C;:d ui for v as our approximate solutions. 
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Since the solution of (1,2) can exhibit a shock phenomenon for finite t, 
we select f, g such that the shock occurs for a value of t far from our region 
of interest. Let f(x, y) = g(x, y) = x + y. Therefore 
u,=o,=x+y 
then U, , u1 can be calculated as 
u1= L,-‘z&Jxu, + L,‘u,L,u, 
= L,‘(x + Y) L,(x + y) + L, ‘(x + y) L.&x + y) 
=xt+yt+xl+yl=2xt+2yt, 
211 =L;‘u,L,v,+L,--‘voL,.u,=2xt+2yt, 
and u2, v2 are calculated as 
u,=L,‘[(x+y) Lx(2xt+2yt) 
+ (2xt + 2yt) L.(x + y)] 
+ L,‘[(x+ y) L,.(Zxt +2yt) 
+ (2xt + 2yt) L,.(x + y)] 
= 4t2(x + y), 
u2 = 412(x + y). 
Thus 
u=(x+y)+2t(x+y)+4t2(x+y)+ ..., 
v=(x+y)+2t(x+y)+4t2(x+y)+ . . . . 
which we can write also as 
4x9 Y) = (x + YMl - 2t), 
4% Y) = (x + Y)l(l - 2f), 
which is identical to the solution obtained by R. E. Bellman using the 
method of differential quadrature [3] (see Chap. 12). 
Now suppose the initial functions are now changed to 
f(x, Y) = x2, 




u = x2 + 2x3t + 5x4t2 + ..’ ) 
u = y + yt + yt2 + . . . ) 
or 
u = x2( 1 + 2tx + 5t2x2 + . . ), 
u=y(l+t+tZ+ .‘.)=Y/(l-t). 
(The shock occurs at t = 1/4x). Clearly we can calculate u(x, y, t) and 
u(x, y, t) when explicit solutions exist for given initial functions. More 
important, the methodology [2,3] does have potential application to 
systems of nonlinear partial differential equations, and clearly in the case of 
stochastic parameters as well. 
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